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FLOWRx Hub Manual 

Accessible, affordable and scalable hub and spoke solutions 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Manual FLOWRX Hub 

solution is designed for 

smaller groups of pharmacies 

looking to automate their 

original pack dispensing. 

It allows pharmacies to free 

up enough capacity to start 

growing their businesses and 

spend more time on 

delivering private services 

and patient care. All solutions 

are scalable and additional 

stations and further 

automation can be added as 

your business grows. 

In a FLOWRx Hub Manual, packs are 

scanned from the FLOW Tote to print a 

patient label, the label is affixed to the pack 

and scanned again. On this scan the RFID 

LED Smart Shelves guide the operator to 

sort the right medication into patient-

specific baskets. You can then choose to 

automate the bagging or packing of 

medication by patient or leave this as a 

manual process too. Our software will then 

use barcode technology to sort patient 

medication bags into store specific totes. 
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Manual Hub Single Manual Hub Double 

At a glance….. 

• Hub processing rate of up to 360 packs per hour for a single line with one 

ACT/Pharmacist and two FTE 

 

• Hub processing rate of 720 packs per hour for a double line with one 

ACT/Pharmacist and five FTE. 

 

• Single Manual FLOWRx Hub: Servicing somewhere between three and eight 

stores and processing 8,000 items per month with an 80/20% split for repeat 

prescriptions and walk-ins. 

 

• Double Manual FLOWRx Hub: Servicing somewhere between eight and 17 

stores and processing 8,000 items per month with an 80/20% split for repeat 

prescriptions and walk-ins. 

 

Layout and configuration  
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